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Open Source Code Vs Vendor Maintained Source Code

Open Source Code

But wait……there is some middle ground….customizable vendor maintained systems

Examples Include:

➢Open source vendors having the ability to lock down portions of code

➢Vendor maintained code models offering areas where code can be changed

➢Vendor maintained code models are allowing increasing transparency into the code although the code cannot be 
changed

The model users can see the code and amend the code

Vendor Maintained 
Source Code

The vendor owns the code and the model user cannot change the 
code

Examples Include:

➢Open source vendors having the ability to lock down portions of code

➢Vendor maintained code models offering areas where code can be changed

➢Vendor maintained code models are allowing increasing transparency into the code although the code cannot be 
changed



Providers



Does your company use a platform with 
vendor maintained code or open source 
code?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Advantages & Disadvantages

Vendor maintained platforms often do not allow the model user to change (or see) the code.

Advantages:

o It reduces the risk of the model users accidentally changing code 
and impacting financial result or causing control issues

o Actuaries can spend more time understanding the 
parameterization and output of the model rather than coding

o Out of the box models can be easier to learn

o Storing all the intermediate output variables can come at the cost 
of speed

o Provides standard libraries with locked down lists of 
interpretations

o Often makes audits easier i.e. known vendor with known model 
governance, documentation and management

o Vendor can optimize code and storage to maximize speed and 
performance

Disadvantages:

o Loss of transparency can create difficulty in understanding 
unusual pattern in results

o Understanding can require building tools that replicate the 
code by reverse engineering results

o Reliance on the vendor to add in any new functionality that is 
tailored to the company interpretations or unique product 
features

o The need to regression test new releases of code from the 
vendor

o Reliance on the vendor to prioritize client request or iron out 
bugs or to support audits.

o What if you want to try out a new product or hedging strategy 
that you don’t want to be shared with the other clients?

Note Vendors typically provide documentation to allow understanding of the logic even where the code is not supplied





Tips for Debugging Models

Here are a couple of tips I have found useful when trying to debug models, in particular when you are not able 
to view the code:

1. First: Request code or an excel replication file from the vendor (don’t be shy).

2. Make sure you have the latest version of the vendor model documentation to refer to.

3. If not available from the vendor, consider asking internal and external auditors or model development or model 
validation teams to see if they have a template or at least a starting point that replicates the model or a similar 
model.

4. Single policy (or single cohort runs with one scenario) are very useful tools. You can also request single policy runs 
with parameter changes e.g. runs where lapses are set to 100% or 0% then your only decrement is mortality.

5. Request more columns of information on the single policy output - often the regular runs have restricted the 
number of output variable to reduce run time. You will likely find more information is available if you need it.

6. Back into assumptions or data by utilizing output – we will show some examples of this on the next slides.



Tips for Debugging Models

Average COI rate



Tips for Debugging Models

You can then solve 
for the lapse rate 
that caused the 
probability of lapse 
i.e. P(survival)*lapse 
rate = (1-lapse 
rate)*lapse rate



Which would be your preferred platflorm?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Other Considerations When Selecting a Model

Product Choices

• Traditional products often have deterministic or predictable cashflows

• Investment products or market linked products often have cashflows that depend on the market performance and require stochastic calculations

• Stochastic calculations come with the need for distributive processing and cloud computing

• Product innovation and future sales can therefore come into play when deciding on a software platform

Regulation & Variety of Calculations:

• Some regulations such as LFPB calculations only require deterministic calculations whereas Market Risk Benefits require the use of risk neutral scenarios

• Changes to requirements, such as PBR and BSCR, reflect both asset and liability calcs that requires a lot of software development and code updates

• Some regulations such as Solvency II require even further calculations that involve aggregations and correlation factors where we would like the various 
products within a model to be aggregated centrally

• Your company may require multiple calculations across domestic and international standards and products

• Supports both asset and liability modeling if needed (e.g. if you want to do valuation and hedging in the same system)

Pricing Versus Valuation

• Pricing requires many scenarios to be run quickly based on data that has not yet been sold

• Valuation models need various interpretations of the regulations to be available – whether they come from a drop down menu or whether you have to 
code those interpretations yourself

• Valuation models are often more subject to audits 



Other Considerations When Selecting a Model

Transparency & Debugging

• Users may prefer full access to the valuation logic to assist with audits or analysis

• Access to run logs, warnings and error messages helps to ensure controllability 

• Ability to work backwards from final calculation to data helps with learning and understanding of the drivers of results

• Transparency can help to get to the bottom of a problem much more quickly

• Version control features and transparency can help users to be aware of any model change

Controls

• Does the vendor offer automated controls – this can make your life much easier when going through an audit. For example, policy counts and amounts 
from input to data transformation to output to reports. Another example is automated martingale tests when creating scenarios

• SOC1 compliance – this Is mainly applicable if your model is in a cloud. You want to ensure the cloud or web provider has controls to ensure that nobody 
is stealing data or manipulating financial impacts

Data Modules

• Integrates well with various data sources and offers tools for data cleansing and validation

• Provides ‘inforce movement’ files so that you have an idea of how many people were new, lapsed, died within the reporting period

• Data transformation should be transparent within the model

• Can the model directly pull in market data



Other Considerations When Selecting a Model

Cost
• Onboarding Costs such as model migration, library customization and amending data to suit the new software. 
• Web based applications can avoid the need for physical software to be set up
• Licensing Costs i.e. obtaining the initial license, then renewal fees that may increase and then the cost of additional users
• Maintenance and operational cost: run cost, system cost, consulting costs, cloud costs

Process Automation & Automated Reports

• Automation helps to reduce operation risks and human error and can reduce the number of controls needed
• In a perfect world, a single platform could:

• Automated reports that fits any disclosure and analytics requirements can save a lot of post processing time. It can also allow detection of issues very quickly as 
soon as the run is finished

• This automated process and reports should be changeable if needed.

Ease of Use

• Is it obvious how to use the model functionality to get the most out of the model?
• How quick can a new user pick it up?
• Can the model be accessed easily from everywhere i.e. web based?

Transform 
Admin Data

Store the Data

Create Inputs 
such as yield 

curves & 
scenarios

Kick off runs 
automatically

Store output at 
the necessary 

granularity

Produce 
Reports

Automated Governance and Model Risk Management (i.e. control reports)



Other Considerations When Selecting a Model

Vendor Support and Training

• Effective training can ensure smooth onboarding, reduce learning curve for new users, and accelerates platform adoption and integration

• Having vendors easily accessible can help to get to the bottom of problems much more quickly

• Vendors can provide expertise in cloud computing and can facilitate the IT infrastructure

• Some vendors also offer services such that they can help to calculate reserves in times when you are short-staffed or have projects such as LDTI

• Some vendors also credit themselves on providing cloud access so that the underlying client can benefit from their economies of scale

Results Extraction

• Output initially needs to be at a level to meeting basic reporting needs

• But additional granularity may be needed for analysis or to meet certain annual requirements that are not needed all year

• Granularity may increase with new regulations e.g. LDTI and IFRS17 that require cohort level output that is often by issue year

• Seriatim output is often desired but the amount of data can become very large so a system that can create and move large amounts of data is preferable

• Can the model write output results directly to another tool such as Oracle, SQL, Informatica, Hadoop, SaS, Tableau, Business Objects etc?

Ability to talk to other softwares

• Can the model talk directly to the data admin systems?

• Can the model talk directly to accounting and ledger systems for both inputs and output?

• Can the model talk directly to market data inputs?



What would be the top 3 features you would prioritize 
when choosing an actuarial software:

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Modeling Team Structures

Centralized Modeling Team

❑ The code is managed by a centralized team who supports all standards and 
products e.g. this team manages the code for GAAP and STAT code and across 
products 

❑ This team may also be responsible for kicking the runs off for the entire 
company in one run or multiple runs as per a schedule

❑ This team needs business requirement documents from the users and the 
centralized team then codes to the specification and sends the output back to 
the users for user acceptance testing

❑ The centralized team is responsible for communication with the vendor

❑ The centralized team keep a list of requirements and work with the business to 
prioritize

Advantages

❑ Centralize coding standards

❑ One line of communication with the vendor

❑ Segregated team who can focus on the models and be incentivized accordingly

Disadvantages

❑ Other departments can hold up the runs for everyone else

❑ Individual team’s needs may not make the priority list and cause frustration 
and workarounds

Non Centralized Modeling Team

❑ The code and runs are managed by the business user team

❑ The business team likely needs to dedicate a team member to 
manage and prioritize model updates and runs which can lead to 
key person risk

Advantages

❑ The business can manage their own schedule for kicking off runs

❑ The individual teams can customize their code

❑ The business users have more intuition about the result they 
expect to see and can dynamically workaround problems in real 
time.

Disadvantages

❑ Can result in many teams asking the vendor the same questions

❑ Model expertise may be reduced as the team have other 
priorities 

❑ Business needs may result in modeling needs being neglected 
e.g. audits, assumption updates, reporting takes priority
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